Summary: A retrospective analysis of 70 patients with moyamoya disease (MMD), 56 of whom received direct bypass, suggested direct bypass did not significantly reduce the occurrence of cerebral hemorrhage but did reduce ischemic stroke. A prospective analysis of 50 patients with 3-tesla magnetic resonance (MR) imaging indicated that the presence of multiple microbleeds is an independent risk factor of subsequent cerebral hemorrhage in MMD. An analysis with co-registrated imaging between MR images and cerebral blood flow (CBF) images suggested an inverted correlation between the decrease of regional CBF before surgery and the postoperative increase of CBF. Coregistrated imaging also preoperatively identified a recipient artery at the site with decreased CBF in direct bypass surgery. Results of 15 cases with this "target bypass" method appeared to be feasible.
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A: Risk of subsequent hemorrhage was significantly lower in the Multi-MB group than the Non-MB group and Single-MB group. B: There was no significant difference in the occurrence of ischemic stroke among Non-MB, Single-MB, and Multi-MB group. Fig. 1 A: Occurrence of stroke in non-bypass period was significantly lower than that in bypass period. B: There was no significant difference in the occurrence of cerebral hemorrhage between bypass period and non-bypass period. 

